Stolen Yamaha R6 is
Recovered for the
Second time !
The tracking device radio signal was
confirmed as coming from a shed.
Inside the shed were 2 x undamaged
Yamaha R6 motorcycles and what
appeared to be four bags of bike parts.

2 X Stolen Yamaha R6’s recovered
On 27 March 2015 a customer reported
his R6 stolen for a second time in
less than 12 months. Automatrics had
already recovered this machine in April
2014. The Automatrics MTrack theft
recovery tracking system was remotely
alarmed and a radio signal finder was
dispatched to Dagenham.
The radio signal finder detected the
signal emanating from a private garden.

Radio signal finders,
will where
required, use hand-held radio direction
receivers to pickup and then home-in on
the Automatrics MTrack’s audibly silent
secret RF radio finding frequency.
It was clear this was a major motorcycle
theft holding area which needed further
investigation. AVCIS were again contacted
and liased with the attending officers to
arrange SOCA (Serious Organised Crime
Agency) to attend the site.
SOCA officers arrived shortly after and
took complete details including DNA
samples.
The customer was then advised he could
attend to collect his R6 from a street
nearby whilst the Automatrics attending
finder would be waiting for him.

Support partners AVCIS (ACPO Vehicle
Crime Intelligence Service) were
contacted to help arrange attendance of
the Metropolitan Police. Whilst the finder
was waiting he witnessed a second
(and later confirmed stolen) Yamaha
R6 being wheeled through a gate of the
target property.
The Metropolitan Police arrived and
requested access to check the property
garden. Access was granted, for the
officers and the Automatrics finder.

The Automatrics MTrack Stolen Vehicle
tracking system is the preferred choice
for our somewhat relieved customer
as it is especially suited to the higher
protection needs of motorcycles and
scooters.
This unique tracking system has self
powered or vehicle powered options.
The advanced three layer location
technology enables any vehicle to be
tracked and recovered even in the
most challenging environments. Such
as underground car parks, in the back of
a van or inside a shipping container.
This quick find, returning a R6 back to
it’s rightful owner for a second time
demonstrates why Automatrics’ could
reasonably claim to provide:

Ultimately the Automatrics MTrack
being self powered and covertly
hidden was unaffected by the security
systems attack.

Watch Animated
Video On YouTube
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